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AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK FOR THE FIRST TIME! On a rainy Southern night, Jade Sperry
endured a young woman's worst nightmare at the hands of three local hell-raisers. Robbed of her
youthful ideals and at the center of scandal and tragedy, Jade ran as far and as fast as she could.
But she never forgot the sleepy "company town" where every man, woman, and child was
dependent on one wealthy family. And she never forgot their spoiled son, who, with his two
friends, changed her life forever. Someday, somehow, she'd return, exact a just revenge -- and free
herself from fear, and the powerful family that could destroy her.
For over 2000 years, philosophy has been our best guide to the experience of being human, and the
true nature of reality. From Aristotle, Plato, Epicurus, Confucius, Cicero and Heraclitus in
ancient times to 17th century rationalists Descartes, Leibniz and Spinoza, from 20th-century
greats Jean-Paul Sartre, Jean Baudrillard and Simone de Beauvoir to contemporary thinkers
Michael Sandel, Peter Singer and Slavoj Zizek, 50 Philosophy Classics explores key writings that
have shaped the discipline and had an impact on the real world. Philosophy can no longer be
confined to academia, and 50 Philosophy Classics shows how powerful it can be as a tool for
opening our minds and helping us think. Whether you are fascinated or daunted by the big
questions of how to think, how to be, how to act and how to see, this is the perfect introduction to
some of humanity's greatest minds and their landmark books.
Attorney Laurel Chandler tries not to fall for the charm of notorious bad boy writer Jack
Boudreaux, a man who has seduced half the women in Bayou Breaux. Original.
In #1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Jackson's riveting novel of heart-stopping suspense,
New Orleans detectives Rick Bentz and Reuben Montoya race to help a grief-stricken woman
discover the truth about a convent filled with unholy secrets... The crime scene at St. Marguerite's
cathedral in New Orleans is shocking, even to seasoned detectives like Rick Bentz and Reuben
Montoya. A novice nun named Sister Camille has been found dressed in a yellowed bridal gown
and viciously garroted, her body covered with an altar cloth. Valerie Houston is devastated by her
sister's death. For weeks, she'd begged Camille to leave St. Marguerite's, where she seemed
determined to live as some kind of martyr. But Camille had a knack for making bad choices--she
joined the convent in part because she'd fallen for Val's soon-to-be ex-husband, Slade. Convinced
the police aren't doing enough, Val begins to investigate. But the deeper Val's inquiries go, the
more twisted the case becomes. St. Marguerite's is far from the tranquil retreat many believe;
everyone has their own agenda. Even Camille had a hidden life Val never suspected. But someone
knew about Camille's past--and Val's, too. Now she has no choice but to catch a devious, depraved
killer intent on purging St. Marguerite's of all its sins--before she becomes the next victim...
Another Dawn
Double Standards
Daphne Adeane
Three Nights with a Scoundrel
Climate Chaos and its Origins in Slavery and Capitalism
The tales in this magnificent collection celebrate the holidays in
19th-century New York City and features stories by Judith McNaught,
Jude Devereaux, Jill Barnett, and Arnette Lamb. Reissue.
A Dangerous Bargain“They called him the Demon Earl. They said he could
do anything.” Son of a rogue and a gypsy, Nicolas Davies was a
notorious rake until a shattering betrayal left him alone and
embittered in the Welsh countryside.Desperation drives quiet
schoolmistress Clare Morgan to ask the Demon Earl to help save her
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village. Unwilling to involve himself in the problems of others,
Nicholas sets an impossible price on his aid—only if Clare will live
with him for three months, letting the world think the worst, will he
intervene. Furiously Clare accepts his outrageous challenge, and finds
herself drawn into a glittering Regency world of danger and desire. As
allies, she and Nicholas fight to save her community. As adversaries,
they explore the hazardous terrain of power and sensuality.And as
lovers, they surrender to a passion that threatens the foundations of
their lives….”Thunder and Roses was nominated for a RITA award and was
a finalist for the RWA Golden Choice award for best book of the year.
“Both sublimely romantic and scorchingly sensual, Thunder and Roses is
an extraordinary romance from an extraordinary author.” Melinda
Helfer, Romantic Times
Da Vinci's engineering genius.
A noblewoman of frail beauty and exotic mystery fakes her own death to
escape the gallows. And now she must flee. In disguise and under a
false identity, she finds unexpected sanctuary in the arms of a
handsome and arrogant yet gallant British lord—who must defy society
to keep her safe . . . and overcome a tragic past to claim her as his
own.
Working with Young People from 11 to 18
Night Whispers
Smoke in Mirrors
The Nearly-Weds
Regency Romance
From the acclaimed author of Cashelmara: the “grippingly readable” New
York Times–bestselling saga of a noble English family torn apart (The
Sunday Times). Overlooking the bleak cliffs of Cornwall is Penmarric, the
ancestral home of Mark Castallack. The stunning gothic manor is the
picture of English nobility, wealth, and comfort. But as the twentieth
century unfolds, those behind Penmarric’s towering walls face nothing
short of disaster. As Mark and his children struggle to save their home
and their aristocratic way of life, they must engage in a bitter fight
against greed, ambition, betrayal, and even murder. Over her forty-year
career, Susan Howatch has taken on the Anglican Communion and the
British elite, and established herself as the queen of the historical family
saga with such bestsellers as The Wheel of Fortune. Now, discover the
magnificent, sweeping novel that started her reign and made her an
international-bestselling author. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Susan Howatch including rare photos and never-before-seen
documents from the author’s personal collection.
The #1 New York Times-bestselling third installment of the All Souls
series, and the basis for the final season of "A Discovery of Witches,"
coming soon to AMC+, Sundance Now, and Shudder. In The Book of Life
Diana and Matthew time-travel back from Elizabethan London to make a
dramatic return to the present--facing new crises and old enemies. At
Matthew's ancestral home, Sept-Tours, they reunite with the beloved cast
of characters from A Discovery of Witches--with one significant exception.
But the real threat to their future has yet to be revealed, and when it is,
the search for Ashmole 782 and its missing pages takes on even more
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urgency. In the third volume of the All Souls series, Harkness deepens
her themes of power and passion, family and caring, past deeds and their
present consequences. In palatial homes and university laboratories,
using ancient knowledge and modern science, from the hills of the
Auvergne to Venice and beyond, the couple at last learn what the witches
discovered so many centuries ago.
The first in the Sequels series from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author who “is in a class by herself” (USA TODAY) follows a young woman
who travels across the ocean to claim her rightful inheritance—only to
encounter a passionate and unforgettable romance. Victoria Seaton, a
free-spirited American beauty left suddenly orphaned, is determined to
lay claim to her long-lost heritage in Great Britain. When she arrives at
Wakefield, the sumptuous estate of her distant cousin Lord Jason
Fielding, she is overwhelmed by its astounding elegance. She is also
bewildered by Jason—his arrogance, panther-like grace, and hidden
depths. Unable to resist her spitfire charm, Jason is enraptured by
Victoria and is determined to have her. Wed in desire, they are enfolded
in a fierce, consuming joy, free at last from the past’s cruel grasp. Then,
in a moment of blinding anguish, Victoria discovers the shocking
treachery that lays at the heart of their love. Is it too much for their
relationship or will their love last once and always?
Let New York Times bestselling author Judith McNaught who “is in a class
by herself” (USA TODAY) sweep you off your feet and into another time
with her sensual, passionate, and spellbinding historical romance
classics, featuring her “unique magic” (RT Book Reviews)—now available
for the first time on ebook. In this unforgettable romantic adventure, a
teacher of wealthy young ladies finds her life changed forever when she
travels from the wilds of America to elegant London. Sheridan Bromleigh
is hired to accompany one of her students, heiress Charise Lancaster, to
England to meet her fiancé. But when her charge elopes with a stranger,
Sheridan wonders how she will ever explain it to Charise’s intended, Lord
Burleton. Standing on the pier, Stephen Westmoreland, the Earl of
Langford, assumes the young woman coming toward him is Charise
Lancaster and reluctantly informs her of his inadvertent role in a fatal
accident involving Lord Burleton the night before. And just as the young
woman is about to speak, she steps into the path of a cargo net loaded
with crates. Sheridan awakens in Westmoreland’s mansion with no
memory of who she is; the only hint of her past is the puzzling fact that
everyone calls her Miss Lancaster. All she truly knows is that she is
falling in love with a handsome English earl, and that the life unfolding
before her seems full of wondrous possibilities.
A Novel
Mog's Family of Cats
Mad Bad and Dangerous to Know Exp/Air/ROI Reissue
Hide and Seek
Wildest Hearts

One of the most popular authors in the world returns to dazzle readers yet
again. SOMEONE LIKE YOU is the story of a man and a woman who fell in
love, married, and divorced in their youth - only to try to rebuild
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relationship years later. A brilliantly written, triumphant tale of love lost and
regained, this is Judith McNaught at the height of her craft: dramatic,
romantic, suspenseful, witty, and absolutely compelling.
Discover the sensual and sweeping power of love in New York Times
bestselling author Judith McNaught’s contemporary romances that will
make “you laugh, cry, and fall in love again” (RT Book Reviews)—now
available for the first time on ebook. On Friday, a sensuous stranger enters
Katie’s life. By Sunday, her life is irrevocably changed forever. Katie
Connelly submerges her painful past in a promising career, an elegant
apartment, and men she can keep at a distance. Yet something vital is
missing from her life—until she meets proud, rugged Ramon Galverra. With
his charm and his passionate nature, Ramon gives her a love she had
never known. Still she is afraid to surrender her heart to this strong, willful,
secretive man—a man from a different world, a man with a bold, uncertain
future. Will Katie’s relationship with Ramon survive once the thrill of their
simmering passion subsides?
A secret agent comes of age--and reckons with the legacy of his first
mission--in this thriller by New York Times-bestseller Charles Cumming,
"the best of the new generation of British spy writers" (The Observer)
Discover the sensual and sweeping power of love in New York Times
bestselling author Judith McNaught’s contemporary romances that will
make “you laugh, cry, and fall in love again” (RT Book Reviews)—now
available for the first time on ebook. When multinational tycoon Cole
Harrison approaches her on a moonlit balcony at the White Orchid Charity
Ball, Diana Foster has no idea how life-changing the night ahead will be.
The most lavish social event of the Houston season had brought out Texas
aristocracy in glittering array but Diana only agreed to attend to save face
after reading about her fiancé leaving her for an Italian heiress in a sleazy
gossip magazine. Her Beautiful Living magazine is her family’s success
story, and Diana knows that as a single, childless, and suddenly
unengaged woman, she is not living up to its lucrative image of upscale
domestic tranquility. But when she spots the pride of Dallas billionaires,
Cole Harrison, closing in on her with two crystal flutes and a bottle of
champagne, she has no idea that he has ulterior motives for seducing her
tonight. And he certainly has no idea that a match made in what he
considers logic’s heaven might be headed straight for an unexpected,
once-in-a-lifetime love. “Judith McNaught once again works her unique
magic in this charming, sparkling romance” (RT Book Reviews, 4 stars).
Reclaiming Mind, Body & Spirit Through the Chakras
Strangers in the Night
Brief Counselling in Schools
Penmarric
Someone to Watch Over Me
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Paris Sweeny is a moderately successful artist whose popularity is surging. Sweeney
loves her work and is content with life, until she begins to notice odd changes. The
changes are unnoticeable at first, but she can't ignore her dreams - lush, vivid and
drenched in vibrant hues - which are influencing her artwork. And she can't deny
her growing restlessness... Suddenly, impulsively, Sweeney finds herself unable to
resist a night of intense passion with millionaire Richard Worth, estranged husband
of her gallery-owner. But the true dangers of her all-consuming urges are about to
be revealed where Sweeney least expects it: in her paintings. After a creative frenzy
she discovers she has painted a graphic murder scene. And then a shattering, reallife murder mirrors her creation and puts her at the top of the list of suspects.
Discover the sensual and sweeping power of love in New York Times bestselling
author Judith McNaught’s contemporary romances that will make “you laugh, cry,
and fall in love again” (RT Book Reviews)—now available for the first time on ebook.
In the exclusive, glittering world of business superstars, Nick Sinclair is a legend.
The ruggedly handsome president of Global Industries handles his business the way
he handles his women—with charm, daring, and ruthless self-control. A man used to
the very best, Nick hires Lauren Danner and assumes the proud beauty will soon be
another easy conquest. But Lauren’s flashing wit and rare spirit dazzles him and
slowly, against his will, he’s intrigued, challenged, and in love. Yet he doesn’t know
that Lauren is living a lie and, trapped in a web of deceit, she fights her growing love
for Nick. Her secret could destroy his fragile trust and the promise of life with the
most compelling man she has ever met.
Sydney Taylor Award Winner Muriel assumes her family is too poor to hold a
Passover Seder this year-- but an act of kindness and a mysterious magician change
everything. It's the Spring of 1933 in Washington D.C., and the Great Depression is
hitting young Muriel's family hard. Her father has lost his job, and her family
barely has enough food most days, let alone for a Passover Seder. They don't even
have any wine to leave out for the prophet Elijah's ceremonial cup. With no feast to
rush home to, Muriel wanders by the Lincoln Memorial, where she encounters a
mysterious magician in whose hands juggled eggs become lit candles. After she
makes a kind gesture, he encourages her to run home for her Seder, and when she
does, she encounters a holiday miracle, a bountiful feast of brisket, soup, and
matzah. But who was this mysterious benefactor? When Muriel sees Elijah's
ceremonial cup is empty, she has a good idea. This fresh retelling of the classic I.L.
Peretz story, best known through Uri Shulevitz's 1973 adaptation The Magician, has
been sumptuously illustrated by noted graphic novelist Sean Rubin, who based his
art on photographs of D.C. in the 1930s. An author note with information about the
holiday is included. An Association of Jewish Libraries Spring Holiday Highlight A
Booklist Editors' Choice A CSMCL Best Multicultural Children's Book of the Year
This sweeping historical romance will take you from London’s drawing rooms to
the Scottish Highlands as a young countess embarks on a twisting relationship with
a handsome rogue—from the New York Times bestselling Sequels series. Elizabeth
Cameron, the Countess of Havenhurst, possesses a rare gentleness and fierce
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courage to match her exquisite beauty. But her reputation is shattered when she is
discovered in the arms of Ian Thornton, a notorious gambler and social outcast. A
dangerously handsome man of secret wealth and mysterious lineage, Ian’s interest
in Elizabeth may not be all that it seems. His voyage to her heart is fraught with
intrigue, scandal, and passion, forcing Elizabeth to wonder: is Ian truly just a
ruthless fortune hunter? Or could the love in his heart perhaps be true? “Welldeveloped main characters with a compelling mutual attraction give strength and
charm to this romance” (Publishers Weekly) you won’t be able to put down.
Something Wonderful
Tender Triumph
Until You
Light in Shadow
The Right Choice

Climate Chaos provides readers the latest consensus among
international scientists on the cascading impacts of climate
change and the tipping points that today threaten to
irreversibly destroy the delicate balance of the Earth’s
ecosystems. The book argues that deregulation and an expansion
of fossil fuel extraction have already tipped the planet towards
a climate that is out of control. This crisis will cause massive
human suffering when extreme weather, pollution and disease lead
to displacement, food and water shortages, war, and possibly
species extinction. The repression of science creates an
existential crisis for humanity that has reached crisis
proportions in the twentieth-first century. The scale of the
crisis has prompted a call for geoengineering, large
interventions into the climate by technological innovation.
However, the history of colonialism and slavery make the
technological and monetary elites untrustworthy to solve this
humanitarian and planetary crisis. While the elites have always
cast certain groups of humanity as expendable, the climate
crisis makes a true humanist and egalitarian movement based in
human rights and dignity not only aspirational but also
existentially mandatory. The crisis demands that we remake the
world into a more just and safe place for all the world’s
people.
Let New York Times bestselling author Judith McNaught who “is in
a class by herself” (USA TODAY) sweep you off your feet and into
another time with her sensual, passionate, and spellbinding
historical romance classics, featuring her “unique magic” (RT
Book Reviews)—now available for the first time on ebook. “Judith
McNaught not only spins dreams but makes them come true” (RT
Book Reviews) in this sensual and moving tale of a tempestuous
marriage facing its ultimate test. Alexandra Lawrence, an
innocent country girl, and Jordan Townsende, the rich and
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powerful Duke of Hawthorne, have always had a stormy
relationship. But when she is swept into the endlessly
fascinating world of London society, free-spirited Alexandra
becomes ensnared in a tangled web of jealousy, revenge, and
overwhelming passion. But behind her husband’s cold, haughty
mask, there lives a tender, vital, sensual man...the man
Alexandra married. Now, she will fight for his very life and the
rapturous bond they alone can share.
The story of a married woman who finds love in a country on the
other side of the world. What would YOU choose? The stable
marriage back home or the flame encountered on a vacation? >
Seriously injured in a car accident, Broadway actress Leigh
Kendall awakens to discover that her husband, Logan Manning, has
disappeared, and the police suspect her involvement, so she must
unravel the nature of his business to survive.
The Sevenfold Journey
Midnight Angel
A Holiday of Love
Box 88
Can't Take My Eyes Off of You
Secretly plotting to ruin the lords and ladies that once spurned him,
Julian Bellamy, the bastard son of a nobleman, reconsiders his
wicked plans when his friend Leo is murdered and Leo's sister Lily
turns to him for comfort and support. Original. 250,000 first
printing.
Suspecting that a new client is hiding a dark secret, home decorator
Zoe Luce enlists the help of investigator Ethan Truax, with whom
she falls in love despite the dark secrets of her past that could
destroy their budding romance.
Annie Lyncroft knew her scheme was outrageous. She'd come to the
elegant penthouse to meet Oliver Rain, the richest and possibly the
most dangerous man in the Pacific Northwest. Annie needed this
sensual, secretive corporate maverick for what she was about to
propose. Marriage! With her brother Danny missing after a
mysterious plane crash, Annie is struggling to protect his hot
electronics company from the sharks who think he's not coming
back. But fanciful, ethical Annie -- who usually runs a bizarre bric-abrac shop knows Danny's alive, and she's determined to keep his
company safe by putting his biggest investor at the helm. When
Oliver actually says yes to the marriage of convenience, Annie
dreamily envisions a few platonic weeks of helping him become a
sensitive New Age guy. Oliver has a different plan; his cold,
gorgeous eyes have been watching Annie, and he sees his chance to
seduce the beautiful schemer. Love is the wild card destined to
teach these two strong-willed opposites a lesson: icy control might
run the business world, but all hell is about to break loose in the
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passionate territory of the heart.
Basil Wake and his wife Hyacinth exist in the social whirl of
London’s early 1900s. For years Hyacinth has conducted a discreet
affair with Parliamentarian Michael Choyce, who seems to fit into
the Wakes’ lives so conveniently. But a startling portrait of the
mysterious and beautiful Daphne Adeane signifies a change in this
comfortable set-up.
Now You See Her
Remember When
The Book of Life (Movie Tie-In)
The Machines
Dangerous Joy (The Company of Rogues Series, Book 5)

Introduces Mog and her family of cats in simple words and
pictures.
Techniques for healing, utilising the seven energy centres
of ancient medicine.
Feel the thrill of unexpected passion between strangers in
the night…in this New York Times bestselling story
collection from Linda Howard. Lake of Dreams Thea Marlow had
encountered her soul mate in the depths of her overpowering,
frightening dreams. Now, on the shores of a country lake,
the stranger comes to her in the flesh—and lures her into a
timeless love. Blue Moon Sheriff Jackson Brody knows folks
get a little crazy under a full bayou moon. But on the trail
of a scorching murder mystery, it’s the lawman himself who
succumbs to the spell of a beautiful, mysterious stranger.
White Out In the midst of an Idaho blizzard, Hope Bradshaw
offers shelter to a stranger—and an instant, hungry passion
flares between them. When a radio bulletin warns of a
dangerous escaped convict, her blood runs cold: has desire
blinded her to the risks of trusting a man who is an expert
at covering his tracks?
What's the worst thing that could happen to a blushing
bride? To somebody warm, loving, and fun - like Zoe Moore?
When she finds herself jilted at the altar by her fiancé
Jason, Zoe knows she doesn't deserve this heartache and
humiliation. Unable to face the pitying faces of her friends
and family, Zoe takes drastic action: she flees to America.
Specifically, to Boston, where she takes up a post as nanny
to five-year-old Ruby Miller and her little brother Samuel.
Ruby and Samuel have lost their mother in an accident. They
may as well have lost their father, too, for Ryan Miller is
so wrapped-up in his grief that he barely notices his two
attention-starved children. As Zoe sets about tidying up
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Ruby and Sam's home, and injecting some fun back into their
lives, she finds herself gaining their trust and love. At
the same time, Zoe grows more and more frustrated with
Ryan's bullying behaviour, and his shameful neglect.
Whatever happened to the loving man she keeps hearing about
from his neighbours? Zoe can't find any sign of him. The
only thing saving Zoe from despair is the small, close-knit
group of British nannies who quickly befriend her. There's
boisterous Trudie, man-mad but hiding a painful secret;
Sloanie traveller Amber, who sports a Buddhist tattoo that,
unbeknownst to her, reads 'Batteries Not Included'. And
chilly, tight-lipped Felicity, whose cut-glass voice gives
little away. But will these new friends be able to save Zoe,
when she discovers that the past isn't all that easy to
escape, no matter how far you go?
Once and Always
Devious
Breath of Scandal
Thinking, Being, Acting Seeing - Profound Insights and
Powerful Thinking from Fifty Key Books
Thunder and Roses
Discover the sensual and sweeping power of love in New York Times bestselling
author Judith McNaught’s contemporary romances that will make “you laugh,
cry, and fall in love again” (RT Book Reviews)—now available for the first time on
ebook. In this “exciting tale of loyalty, love, and danger” (Publishers Weekly),
Sloan Reynolds, a small-town Florida policewoman, knows that her modest
upbringing is a long way from the social whirl of Palm Beach, the world inhabited
by her father and her sister, Paris. Total strangers to Sloan, they have never tried
to contact her—until a sudden invitation arrives, to meet them and indulge in the
Palm Beach social season. Reluctant to accept the long-overdue familial gesture,
Sloan is convinced to visit when an FBI colleague informs her that her father and
his associates are suspected of fraud, conspiracy, and murder. The only catch is
she must hide her true profession from her family. Sloan is on top of her game
until she meets Noah Maitland, a multinational corporate player and one of the
FBI’s prime suspects. She finds herself powerfully attracted to him, against her
deepest instincts. When a shocking murder shatters the seductive facade of the
wealth and glamour surrounding her, Sloan must maneuver through a maze of
deceit and passion in this superb and enthralling tale of breathtaking suspense.
From a magnificent ballroom ablaze with lights to an imposing country house
steeped in shadows comes a breathtaking tale of an impetuous miss—and a
passion that leads to peril... At five and twenty, Prudence Merryweather knew
very well tht risks a woman took by visiting a gentleman in the dead of night. But
bearding the notorious Earl of Angelstone in his den was the only way to stop
him from engaging her hot-headed brother in a duel. And that was why she found
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herself ushered into Sebastian's frobidding presence at three int the
morning—and thoroughly kissed before dawn. She was a country-bred
innocent—and an intriguing experience for a man who dwelt more in the shadows
than in the sunshine. Yet as her boldness drew Prue into one dangerous episode
after another, Sebastian found himself torn between a raging hunger to possess
her and a driving need to protect her. And the reckless beauty would soon need
all the protection she could get...
Betrayal had ruined Banner Coleman's wedding day and on her wedding night
she was a jilted bride. Now old seeds of greed and desire are harvesting a
scandal - and Banner's affair with an old family friend could shatter a friendship
and a family.
Brief Counselling in Schools, third edition, is a highly practical and accessible
guide to helping and supporting young people experiencing difficulties both at
home and at school or college. Covering issues from low self-esteem and
sexuality, to substance misuse and aggression, the author draws on a method of
brief integrative counselling to illustrate how a time-limited therapy can work
effectively in an often pressured and time-limited setting. This fully revised and
updated edition: " includes a whole new chapter on self-harm " discusses the
latest research findings " outlines up-to-date Safeguarding legislation and Child
Protection protocols " explores a teamwork approach to counselling " examines
the contribution of neuroscience to adolescent brain development " considers
the harmful effects of cyber bullying " is in an accessible format with reflective
exercises on ethical issues. Steeped in vivid case examples, therapeutic dialogue
and points for reflection, this invaluable book will help develop the theoretical
knowledge, understanding and skills base of any youth counsellor, teacher or
social worker based in a school or college setting.
Fanta C
Leonardo
Almost Heaven
50 Philosophy Classics
The Passover Guest
Unwittingly involved in a clever scheme devised by the late con artist
and seductress Meredith Spooner, Leonora Hutton sets out to make
things right and prove her innocence to Thomas Walker, another victim
of Meredith's deceptions, but she gets more than she bargained for
when she finds a safe-deposit box containing a book about Mirror
House, the mansion where Meredith died, and newspaper clippings about
an unsolved murder. Reprint.
Caught in a wicked game of cat and mouse, Detective Helen Grace finds
herself trapped among the hunted in the darkest thriller yet from the
international bestselling author of Little Boy Blue and Eeny Meeny.
Framed for a murder she didn’t commit... As one of HM Prison
Holloway’s most high-profile new inmates, Helen Grace has a target on
her back and nowhere to hide. She has made a long list of enemies over
the course of her career—some are incarcerated within these very
walls. When one of Helen’s fellow prisoners is found mutilated and
murdered in her own locked cell, it’s clear that the killer is someone
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on the inside. But time is running out for Helen as she races to
expose the person who framed her, and the body count in the prison
starts to climb. Helen will need to draw on all her investigative
skills and instincts to catch the serial killer behind these murders
and discover the truth—unless the killer finds her first.
". . . a lively trip to Ireland and an action packed adventure with
lots of mischief, mystery and passionate characters." ~Jennifer Blake
Miles Cavanagh just wants to hunt in the Shires, but instead he finds
himself the guardian to a twenty-year-old heiress hell-bent on
marrying a fortune-hunting wretch. Refusing to let Felicity throw her
life away, Miles kidnaps his ward and carries her off to England. But
Felicity's determination is proving equal to his. As fierce wills
clash, and fiery hearts ignite into passion, Felicity faces a choice:
pursue her mission, or trust the tyrant she's come to love. From The
Publisher: Author Jo Beverley is known for her consumate attention to
historical detail that wisks the reader back in time to a near firsthand experience. Fans of Regency romance and historical British
fiction set in the 19th century, as well as readers of Jess Michaels,
Mary Balogh, Christi Caldwell, Stephanie Laurens, Madeline Hunter and
Mary Jo Putney will want to read every book by Jo Beverley. "Brimming
with sensual adventure and daring wit." ~RT "...a fast paced, fun
romance that will keep you glued. First rate keeper!"
~Aromancereview.com
Dangerous
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